
AMA Stories of Impact: DC Prep Closes Achievement Gaps

DC Prep’s Broad Goal:
Improve Inclusive Practices & Student Growth Data in Math & ELA

What does the data show us?
1. Closing the Gap in ELA: According to the ELA ANET Interim Assessment Data, AMC

significantly closed gaps between  general education and special education in both
4th and 5th grade (currently the only two grade levels on the AMC campus.) In 4th
grade, the special education cohort outperformed the general education cohort!
In 5th grade, the cohort increased their average score by 10 points from 28 to 38,
decreasing the gap between gen ed and SPED scores by 9 points.

Campus Anacostia

Grade A1 (comparison to gen ed cohort) A2 (comparison to gen ed cohort)

4th 26 (-2) 49 (+6)

5th 28 (-16) 38 (-7)

2. Two Instances of Equitable Achievement in Math: According to the Math ANET
Interim Assessment Data, 4th grade students at AMC eliminated the special
education achievement gap between assessment #1 and #2. Additionally, 5th
grade has a proof point (assessment #1) that highlights the team’s  ability to support
students toward achievement that close this gap as well.

Campus Anacostia

Grade A1 (comparison to gen ed cohort) A2 (comparison to gen ed cohort)

4th 18 (-6) 27 (same)

5th 23 (same) 22 (-12)

3. 2 Measures of Data that Demonstrate Increase in Inclusive Practices + Teacher

Ownership of Development: DC Prep AMC’s Quarterly Survey data demonstrated a
significant increase in teacher satisfaction and belief in personal growth and a
shared belief that the staff was working to create an inclusive community.

https://www.achievementnetwork.org
https://www.achievementnetwork.org
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What led to this win?
Below are the adaptive moves Neema and her team leveraged that lead to this win.

● Stamping the Mindset: To launch the work, I took a clear stance about the
power of passion and leading with belief - I connected this directly to what it
means to lead with a Founder’s Mindset.  We began to use the language of
AMC Founders…, At AMC, Founders build…, Check out how this AMC
Founder…, etc. When we saw examples of AMC Founder’s Mindset in action,
we would immediately name it and bright spot it for the individual and
entire staff.

● Creating a Leader Identity: I tried to create an identity of a leader at AMC
that was grounded in the Habits of Mind and our AMC mission.  Specifically,
if you are a leader at AMC, you are clear on what you are driving towards
(Goals and Mission), How You are Driving Towards It (What our values look
like in action), and you model the epitome of a Founder.  Clarifying this
leader identity then allowed me to spotlight my leaders and the way they
were leading by example - our SEC began to own leading on differentiation
with her SPED team (thanks to Ben’s awesome coaching!), our Academic AP
became laser focused on quality preparedness + data entry and analysis so
that her coaching was grounded in student progress, our Community AP
became laser focused on improving student survey data through key
strategies - improving incentives with teacher feedback and creating social
emotional curriculum that teachers could build from as founders.  We
huddled our team to brainstorm AMC specific language that we wanted to
guide student behavior and then built SEL instruction around this which
improved student culture.

● Leaning into Problem Solving: We leaned into radical problem solving by
asking our team - What’s the ideal? If we were successful in 1 month, what
would have been true of our actions/mindsets…, In alignment with our value
of We Belong Together, I think we could…

● We Studied our Bright Spots: We had 3 teachers who were leading the
strongest classrooms across our school and we studied them closely,
focusing on naming an effective practice and then specifically invested
them in leading on the Winter Break Win.  One of the teachers (ELA
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Department Chair) received the charge to engage the team on the progress
monitoring tracker - he did a weekly audit, celebrated team progress, and
also named specific students who were/were not growing.  One of the
teachers (Math teacher) is super obsessed with data and student work.  She
is consistently prepared with her exemplars, studied student work
immediately after class and brought her ideas to her coach.  We zoomed in
on her work weekly in staff PD and then utilized her example to hold others
accountable - At AMC, we want all teachers to do what Ms. Faler does…,

What are the technical moves you made with your team that lead to this
win?

● Deciding which data points we cared most about and chasing these:
Specifically, we wanted to ensure each teacher in our building was clear on
their daily objective, what they were driving towards each day, and what
high quality student work looked like to help inform criteria for success, we
wanted to build habit with systems (progress monitoring tracker and Exit
Ticket data entry) so that we were grounding all conversations about
student growth in data so we laser focused on building up these systems -
talking about them, bringing our computers into classrooms to ask teachers
about individual kids, coaching kids ourselves as leaders, helping teachers
see how they could use the tools to better inform student growth.  We went
from limited data entry to consistent data entry in ELA and all but 1 teacher
consistently completing quality exemplars daily with 100% of teachers
submitting lesson plans weekly.

● Coaching on the Ideal: My supervision meetings with leadership team
members began to be grounded in the ideal.  Rather than identifying what
wasn’t working, we went back to our data focus areas, identified where the
work was happening and studied it together to clarify our leadership moves.

● Building a Clear Story: We began our work with a focus on building a
Founder’s Mindset - specifically working to build our identity as founding
school teachers and leaders.  Once we had data that demonstrated an
improvement here, we moved to a story of “Founders Build Up the Good and
Build Up the Data” and layered the next focus area - improving student
outcomes and improving student experience.

Here is our plan - Team Reflections on Build Up Plan and Data Day Plan
where Build Up was introduced

● Bright Spot Practice: Each time a leader celebrates a strong practice in
alignment with our work serving all kids we send a #CelebrateYou email -
see examples below of team celebrations:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CEbDP3z_-2r1LU05d56xFk0qLz2MLL7JuN2_Xo5Cx30/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TmJOKocAJoHc59YQL3a1OxA9c_MBdVv4toIveHMZvBc/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TmJOKocAJoHc59YQL3a1OxA9c_MBdVv4toIveHMZvBc/edit#slide=id.p
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What are the habits of mind that you as a leader needed to embody to achieve
this win?

DC Prep AMC’s SPED Department began to meet as a SPED team under the
leadership and guidance of our Special Education Coordinator and Academic AP,
with the following Habits of Mind to guide the time:

During the meeting, the team reflected on what resonates about these mindsets
and how the mindsets connect to the Winter Break Win focus (ie: How can we ask
ourselves if we were the best school, what would we do in our planning and data
analysis to ensure success for each child?)

Sample SPED Department Meeting Agendas -
SPED Department Agenda December
Sample Lesson Planning from SEC - Leading from Bright Spots by Showing an
Exemplar

Utilize the Habits of Mind to ground SPED Department Meeting learning and
application -

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1q3Inw0-0SYK9UBf-3HpSEZZzdQSq9DEZd8orQi_u1eM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RjZmOrPnHIQFRA6WBXa4A6FtO-JByewA/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RjZmOrPnHIQFRA6WBXa4A6FtO-JByewA/edit
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The AMA School Leader behind the work! Neema Desai Jennings.

Neema Desai Jennings is passionate and enthusiastic about
working with children and building communities that inspire
growth, love, equity, and a commitment to bettering our world. As
a child, Neema loved playing school with her pretend students
and carried her passion for teaching and learning by joining Teach

for America in 2008.  She was a special education teacher in New York, where
she worked with 7th, 8th, and later 1st graders.  She fell in love with teaching
during her work in NYC and later moved to DC to begin her work at DC Prep.
Throughout her time at DC Prep, she has served as a math and literacy teacher,
founding teacher, and Assistant Principal of Academics and Culture.  Currently,
she serves as the Principal for DC Prep Anacostia Middle.  Neema is so excited
to join the All Means All team and learn more about how to build schools that
are worthy of ALL children and provide excellence, opportunity, empowerment,
and most importantly, a loving & nurturing environment where children can be
their authentic selves.


